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Ethics at Work

The Preventable Hindsight Bias
By Marianne M. Jennings, J.D.

Ignoring a rule that seems trite or 
overbearing is always such an easy 

thing to do. We make these decisions to 
ignore the rule because, well, we know 
better. What seems innocuous at the time 
can surely ripen into much more should 
something go wrong. When a company 
finds itself as the center of media focus 
because of a legal or ethical misstep, it 
will also find internal rationalizations 
of hindsight bias. That is, those who are 
finding fault find it only because they 
are looking back from a bad event. “It 
didn’t look that way going forward!” is 
the defense. That defense, however, is not 
generally valid. Hindsight bias is blamed 
for missteps when it really is not an issue. 
A few examples help illustrate that the 
blame is misplaced.

At the British Petroleum Deepwater 
Horizon well, the workers turned off the 
emergency alarm because they wanted to 
give those who were off-shift a peaceful 
sleep.1 Just this once, they explained, 
adding that they were violating their 
own safety standard for an awfully good 
reason. The rest and welfare of employees 
were at stake. A rig technician has 
indicated that “the general safety alarm 
was habitually set to “inhibited” to avoid 
waking up the crew with late-night sirens 
and emergency lights.”2 However, they 
really did need that emergency alarm 
when the well exploded. Eleven lives 
were lost and we have an environmental 
disaster that now makes us shrug over 
Exxon and its Valdez. “Who knew?” is 
the mantra of the anti-hindsight bias 
naysayers. What they miss in their 
dismissive approach is that perhaps the 
rules were in place to prevent precisely 
what happened.

At Fannie Mae, 153 employees had 
loans from Countrywide, a subprime 
mortgage lender that was one of the 
first companies to go under and which 
had been completely dependent upon 
Fannie to buy its mortgages. Of those 
153 employees, 42 received VIP status 
at Countrywide. That status meant that 
the loans were expedited, Countrywide’s 
standards and reviews were often waived, 
and interest rates on the loans were below 
market. Daniel Mudd, Fannie Mae’s 
CEO, was one of the VIP clients who 
explained that he did not seek favorable 
treatment at the time he applied for the 
loan.3 Ah, but he received favorable 
treatment, including jumbo loans at lower 
rates. If all had gone well at Fannie Mae, 
Mr. Mudd and his loan would never 
make it onto the radar screen or into the 
news. However, Fannie Mae went south, 
serving up the taxpayers a fairly large 
bill for the worthless mortgage portfolios 
it was holding. It is not hindsight bias 
for someone to point out that there are 
rules for federal government employees 
on conflicts of interest and favorable 
treatment by a company that the agency 
does business with would be one 
example of such a conflict. Perhaps the 
rules on conflicts are in place to prevent 
government employees from having their 
judgment toward a company affected by 
the personal benefits they obtain from 
that company. The conflicts rules in the 
government are in place as the very 
predictor of problems. 

Hindsight bias is analysis that ignores the 
underlying reason for the rules. The bad 
outcome is partially a function of the rules 
being ignored and judgment impaired. 
Countrywide’s loan packages that it was 

selling to Fannie were low-quality loans. 
But with 153 managerial-level employees 
benefiting from Countrywide treatment, 
who remained unbiased enough to throw 
down the flag on this major player who 
had been so good to them?

Several doctors received compensation 
from GlaxoSmithKline for their work in 
discussing Glaxo products at professional 
meetings. The amounts that the good 
doctors received are minimal. For 
example, Dr. David Capuzzi received 
$3,750 over a one-year period from Glaxo. 
However, during that same period, 
Avanida, a Glaxo product, has been facing 
increasing scrutiny for its side effects. 
The FDA was considering whether to halt 
sales of Avandia. The FDA faced a critical 
decision because of the importance of 
Avandia for treatment of diabetes. Yet the 
FDA was also facing serious questions 
about the drug’s risks. 

The intrigue mounts as we realize now 
that Dr Capuzzi served on the FDA 
Advisory Committee that voted recently 
to allow Avandia to remain on the 
market. Dr. Capuzzi’s disclosure of his 
Glaxo consulting fees never made its way 
to the FDA Advisory Committee prior to 
the vote, so an investigation is underway. 
Dr. Capuzzi does not see the payments 
as a conflict because, “I have not given 
any talks to doctors’ groups promoting 
Avandia.”4 Such a fine-line interpretation 
of disclosure—what could possibly 
come of it? Now Dr. Capuzzi stands in 
the center of a controversy layered on 
top of the issues surrounding Avandia. 
The additional problem Glaxo faces now 
is the accusation that the process was 
tainted. To call the process tainted is an 
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exaggeration, but the disclosure gives it 
credibility. Timely disclosure, even self-
declaration at the meeting, is so critical, 
not just for Dr. Capuzzi, but for Glaxo as 
well. 

These are all examples of the little 
rules, the kind that employees look at 
and think, “What’s the big deal?” But 
seemingly little rules exist for a reason. 
It is the compliance with the little rules 
that protects us from bigger problems 
and gives us credibility when there 
are problems that would otherwise be 

unrelated to our little rules decision 
and conduct. From OSHA safety-
alarm compliance, to disclosures of 
personal benefits received, to adherence 
to conflicts standards, they matter. 
What we can see in hindsight is that 
honoring these little rules is a form of 
protection when problems emerge. The 
reasoning error that the anti-hindsight 
bias folks make is that there will not 
be a problem over such a little thing. 
They fail to realize that the simple act 
of not following the little rules is the big 
problem. NP
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